
How will you help the fellowship engage members who are at different stages of their faith?

- Remind FCL’s/year leaders to refer certain members to other members of the fellowship

who they think will be of advantage/keep accountability for each other. (same walk in

faith, a good mentor on a certain topic…)

- Reaching out and having year leaders reach out to certain people. And following up with

promises and prayers from previous conversations.

- Mix up deep programs with social/fun programs to meet the needs of all members

despite their stages in their faith

How do you plan to improve unity within the fellowship, and ensure that all members feel included

and engaged?

Put a big emphasis on year leaders and building inter-year relationships. I think it is important for year

leaders to be aware of the living above reproach idea to be a good example to their year while serving,

and reaching out to individuals often to check up on them and provide anything if needed. And following

up with promises or prayer requests. This will make them feel more loved and included. To do this, I

think having monthly year leader meetings will help keep year leaders accountable of what they are

incharge of, similar to the way FCL’s are in charge of the first years.

How will you ensure that all members are aware of the various opportunities available within the

fellowship and encourage them to get involved?

Focus more on inter-year relationships and the year leaders so they can be in charge of keeping their

respectable year accountable and building that tight-knit community. Facebook is not the best platform

for announcement or communicating anymore, but every generation has its own platform that is

preferred, so having year-leaders and FCL’s more focused with their jobs and making sure every member

in their year is aware of various opportunities available can make sure of that.


